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Abstract

Salmonid fishes rank among species being most severely affected by introgressive

hybridization as a result of a long tradition of stocking with hatchery-reared conspecifics.

The objectives of this study were (i) to evaluate the genetic consequences of stocking and

resulting introgression rates on the genetic integrity of natural populations of brook

charr, (ii) to identify genomic regions potentially associated with adaptation to natural

and artificial rearing environments, and (iii) to test the null hypothesis that introgression

from domesticated brook charr into wild populations is homogeneous among loci. A total

of 336 individuals were sampled from nine lakes, which were stocked at different

intensities with domestic fish. Individuals were genotyped at 280 SNPs located in

transcribed regions and developed by means of next-generation sequencing. As

previously reported with microsatellites, we observed a positive relationship between

stocking intensity and genetic diversity among stocking groups, and a decrease in

population differentiation. Individual admixture proportions also increased with

stocking intensity. Moreover, genomic cline analysis revealed 27 SNPs, seven of which

were also identified as outliers in a genome scan, which showed an introgression rate

either more restricted or enhanced relative to neutral expectations. This indicated that

selection, mainly for growth-related biological processes, has favored or hampered the

introgression of genomic blocks into the introgressed wild populations. Overall, this

study highlights the usefulness of investigating the impact of stocking on the dynamics

of introgression of potentially adaptive genetic variation to better understand the

consequences of such practice on the genomic integrity of wild populations.
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Introduction

Human-mediated hybridization between indigenous

populations and stocked, escaped or cultivated exoge-

nous conspecifics is widespread worldwide, which can

potentially jeopardize the resilience of locally adapted

gene pools (Allendorf et al. 2001; Randi 2008; Fitzpatrick
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et al. 2010; Laikre et al. 2010). Consequences of hybrid-

ization have thus raised complex and controversial con-

servation issues (Allendorf et al. 2001; Edmands 2007;

Fraser 2008). Thus, introgressive hybridization may

threaten locally adapted populations through genetic

swamping, loss of intrapopulation genetic variation or

genetic differences between populations (Laikre et al.

2010). Moreover, the introgression of selected traits of

interest from exogenous strains reared in captivity may
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alter fitness-related traits (e.g. growth, disease resistance)

of wild populations, potentially leading to outbreeding

depression (Rhymer & Simberloff 1996; Allendorf et al.

2001; Edmands 2007; McClelland & Naish 2007). Alter-

natively, exogenous alleles may potentially introgress

through positive selection into native populations and

thus represent a source of genetic novelty that might

affect the potential for adaptation to changing environ-

ments (Anderson et al. 2009; Fitzpatrick et al. 2010; Song

et al. 2011).

Salmonids represent one of the most socio-economi-

cally important fish families, being highly exploited by

means of recreational angling, commercial fisheries and

aquaculture (Davidson et al. 2010). Domesticated, hatch-

ery-reared conspecifics have been propagated through

intensive artificial breeding programs for enhancing

population abundance and production (Aprahamian

et al. 2003). Recent studies have shown that domestica-

tion and artificial selection can induce rapid evolution-

ary change in a matter of as little as four generations

(Roberge et al. 2007; Tymchuk et al. 2009; Sauvage et al.

2010), which can have detrimental consequences for

wild populations when these fish are released in the

wild (McGinnity et al. 2003; Araki et al. 2007, 2009;

Tymchuk et al. 2007). As a consequence of extensive

artificial propagation of non-native populations and a

long tradition of supportive stocking with hatchery-

reared conspecifics, salmonids are among the most

genetically altered taxa by introgression (Sloss et al.

2008; Cooper et al. 2010).

Patterns of introgressive hybridization and genetic

admixture resulting from fish stocking have been typi-

cally documented using a limited set of markers

(Campton & Johnston 1985; Poteaux et al. 1999; Hansen

et al. 2009; Hansen & Mensberg 2009; Marie et al. 2010;

Winkler et al. 2010; but see Hansen et al. 2010; Meier

et al. 2011), and few of these studies have investigated

the dynamics of locus-specific introgressive hybridiza-

tion. Both of these limitations hamper a detailed

understanding of the dynamics of introgression, for

instance pertaining to the role of selection in either

restricting or enhancing genetic admixture in different

genomic regions. As a notable exception, in a recent

study on brown trout (Salmo trutta), Hansen et al.

(2010) provided some evidence of selection against

hatchery-specific alleles at several microsatellite markers

associated with quantitative trait loci (QTL) following

stocking of domesticated fish into wild populations.

Next-generation sequencing technologies (NGS) now

offer a leap towards refining our understanding of the

dynamics of introgressive hybridization, by easing the

development and application of Single Nucleotide

Polymorphism markers (SNPs), either in coding or non-

coding regions of the genome (Ellegren & Sheldon 2008;
Hohenlohe et al. 2011; Rice et al. 2011). In salmonids,

SNPs markers have been increasingly applied for fine-

scale genetic stock identification, parentage and kinship

analysis and stock monitoring of Pacific salmon

(Oncorhynchus sp.) (Campbell & Narum 2011; Hauser

et al. 2011; Hess et al. 2011; Templin et al. 2011). To our

knowledge, however, a single study based on coding

gene SNP analyses has dealt with the issue of introgres-

sive hybridization between wild and domesticated pop-

ulations in salmonids (Bourret et al. 2011).

Brook charr (Salvelinus fontinalis) is one of the most

important fish species for the recreo-touristic industry

in Eastern Canada. For instance, 6 million hatchery-

reared domestic brook charr are stocked every year in

Québec only, representing 50% of the aquaculture

industry trade of the province (Ministère des Ressourc-

es Naturelles et de la Faune du Québec, 2008). Recently,

a study using microsatellites showed that the intensity

of stocking affects the genetic integrity of wild popula-

tions by altering the level of intrapopulation genetic

diversity and homogenizing population genetic struc-

ture (Marie et al. 2010). In this study, we expand upon

previous research efforts using a novel approach to

investigate the dynamics of introgression of stocked

domestic brook charr in wild populations at individual

loci distributed throughout the genome. Namely, we

used a novel set of 280 SNP markers developed for

brook charr from NGS RNA-sequencing. Each of these

SNPs was positioned on a genetic map, located within

a different coding gene, and several of these are associ-

ated with QTL for phenotypic traits (Sauvage et al.

2012b). We first document the overall extent of diver-

gence between domestic and wild populations and also

identify the most divergent loci between them, which

may reflect adaptive genetic differences. Secondly, we

quantify the nature and effect of stocking intensity on

introgression rates into wild populations and compare

those results with those obtained previously using

microsatellite markers (Marie et al. 2010). Finally, we

test the null hypothesis of no difference in rate of intro-

gression among individual loci to identify genes that

may have introgressed differentially because of either

positive or negative selective effects.
Materials and methods

RNA-seq for SNP development

A set of 280 validated SNPs were recently developed

from RNA (cDNA) sequences and used to build a

genetic map as well as identifying QTL for phenotypic

traits of aquaculture interest in brook charr (detailed in

Sauvage et al. 2012a). Briefly, 22 fish were used for SNP

identification, including brook charr from three different
� 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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strains: eight individuals from the Rupert River popula-

tion, Québec (48�44¢N, 68�05¢W), eight from the Laval

River population Québec (51�05¢N, 73�41¢W) and six F1

hybrid individuals issued from crosses between ‘pure’

parents of the Laval River and the main Domestic strain

used for stocking for many decades in Québec. No

population investigated in this study was used for

SNP development, thus minimizing ascertainment

bias, for instance in terms of differences in allelic

diversity among populations analysed here. RNA was

sequenced on a GS-FLX Titanium sequencer at the

Genome Québec Innovation Centre (McGill Univer-

sity, Montreal, Canada). The raw pyroreads are

publicly available under the accession number

SRX037496 (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra).
SNP validation

DNA sequences were assembled into contigs, and poly-

morphic positions were identified using CLC GENOMIC

WORKBENCH version 3.7 (CLC Bio, Denmark) (see

Sauvage et al. 2012a for details). From many thousands

of putative SNPs, a subset (n � 1000) was selected for

validation using the following four steps (Sauvage et al.

2012a). First, a pair of PCR primer pairs was designed

for each SNP of interest to generate an amplicon of

250–400 bp. Amplicons sizes of over 400 bp were then

removed to avoid the amplification of intronic regions.

Second, both strands of the selected amplicons were

sequenced to confirm real polymorphism and discard

false positives. Third, genotyping assay was designed

for the remaining SNPs using the iPlex Gold� protocol
Table 1 Summary of sample collection and descriptive genetic statis

(HAT), Heavily stocked (HS), Moderately stocked (MS), and nonsto

sizes, number of polymorphic SNPs (NP) out of 231 genotyped, me

(HO) and FIS for each lake based on the analysis of the 231 SNPs

Category Lakes Latitude Longitude

Sa

siz

HAT 46�43¢50¢¢N 71�45¢58¢¢W 4

HS Amanites (AMA) 47�06¢30¢¢N 72�22¢43¢¢W 2

Belles-de-Jour (BEL) 47�05¢43¢¢N 72�17¢41¢¢W 4

Methot (MET) 47�10¢20¢¢N 72�19¢33¢¢W 7

Average 14

MS Arcand (ARC) 47�14¢45¢¢N 72�23¢33¢¢W 2

Rivard (RIV) 47�10¢19¢¢N 72�01¢56¢¢W 2

Veillette (VEI) 47�09¢44¢¢N 72�01¢24¢¢W 2

Average 6

NS Caribou (CAR) 47�13¢33¢¢N 72�23¢25¢¢W 2

Main de fer (MAI) 47�07¢39¢¢N 72�07¢30¢¢W 2

Sorbier (SOR) 47�09¢25¢¢N 72�24¢47¢¢W 2

Average 7

*Hardy–Weinberg disequilibrium after FDR correction.

� 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
for the Sequenom MassARRAY� (Sequenom, San Diego,

CA, USA). Loci that did not respect the Sequenom�

assay technical requirements were removed. In the final

step, the 280 loci that satisfied all requirements were

multiplexed in panels of 28–32 markers on the MassAR-

RAY� platform (Sequenom) according to the manufac-

turer’s instructions, at the Genome Québec Innovation

Centre.
Sampling strategy

Sampling was conducted in the Portneuf Wildlife

Reserve in Québec, Canada (47�09¢N, 72�17¢W). Nine

lakes were chosen in this reserve for their well-

documented stocking histories since 1971 and categorized

by stocking intensity: nonstocked (NS, n = 3), moder-

ately stocked (MS, n = 3) and heavily stocked (HS,

n = 3) (see Table 1 and Marie et al. 2010 for details).

For the NS lakes, no stocking event was documented

between 1971 and 2008, whereas MS and HS lakes

underwent stocking in less than 50% or more than 50%

of years from 1992 to 2007, respectively. Lakes were

stocked on average with 5819 ± 3427 (mean ± SD) and

14 926 ± 12 930 of domestic brook charr of various size

and age per lake per year, respectively, in the MS and

HS lakes (Marie et al. 2010). All stocked brook charr

from the domestic strain originated from the same pri-

vate hatchery (Jacques Cartier Hatchery). A total of 336

brook charr were sampled in June 2007 and 2008 using

experimental gillnets with different mesh sizes to maxi-

mize the representation of size and age classes

(Table 1). Tissues were also obtained from 48 individu-
tics. Included are fish from the Jacques Cartier hatchery facility

cked (NS) lakes, names of lakes and their coordinates, sample

an expected heterozygosity (HE) and observed heterozygosity

mple

e NP HE HO FIS

8 231 0.352 ± 0.135 0.362 ± 0.166 )0.029

4 205 0.313 ± 0.166 0.273 ± 0.191 0.152*

8 228 0.352 ± 0.140 0.340 ± 0.167 0.034*

2 229 0.349 ± 0.149 0.334 ± 0.175 0.041*

4 221 0.338 ± 0.022 0.316 ± 0.037 0.076 ± 0.066

3 178 0.248 ± 0.196 0.257 ± 0.225 )0.039

1 198 0.309 ± 0.182 0.324 ± 0.224 )0.048

4 197 0.318 ± 0.185 0.321 ± 0.215 )0.009

8 191 0.292 ± 0.038 0.301 ± 0.038 )0.032 ± 0.020

4 144 0.209 ± 0.201 0.218 ± 0.234 )0.044

4 119 0.159 ± 0.196 0.173 ± 0.237 )0.091*

4 190 0.270 ± 0.189 0.285 ± 0.282 )0.055

2 151 0.213 ± 0.056 0.225 ± 0.056 )0.063 ± 0.025
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als of the hatchery (domestic) strain (HAT, Table 1)

and preserved in ethanol 95% until DNA extraction.
DNA extraction and genotyping

Total DNA was extracted from adipose fin tissue

according to the Qiagen DNeasy kit manufacturer’s

specifications (Qiagen, Valencia, USA). DNA quantifica-

tion was performed using the picogreen assay (Invitrogen,

Carlsbad, USA). A total of 332 individuals were geno-

typed using 280 validated SNPs using the iPlex Gold�

assays on the MassARRAY� platform (Sequenom)

according to the manufacturer’s instructions at the Gen-

ome Québec Innovation Center.
SNP annotation

To identify putative gene functions and polymorphism

characteristics (e.g. transition vs. transversion, synony-

mous vs. nonsynonymous mutations) for each validated

SNP, functional annotations were documented, when

possible. Blastx similarity searches were performed with

the NCBI nucleotide database (nr) using the consensus

sequences of each contig that contained a validated

SNP. Only e-values higher than 1 · 10)40 were consid-

ered significant. Then, the most probable open reading

frames (ORF) for each contig that exhibited a significant

Blast hit was predicted using ORFPREDICTOR (Min et al.

2005). SNPs were characterized as synonymous or non-

synonymous from the deduced ORFs. SNP markers

were named as follows: sf (for Salvelinus fontinalis) and

a six-digit number representing the 280 different contigs

in which each SNP was identified (e.g. sf000657). We

also used the AmiGO browser of gene ontology

(http://www.geneontology.org), the KEGG PATHWAY

database (http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html)

and the UniProt database (http://www.uniprot.org/),

along with corresponding literature searches to assign

SNPs to putative function.
Data quality check

Loci showing a call rate inferior to 90%, monomorphic

markers and markers having more than 10% missing

values were removed from subsequent analyses. Loci

showing significant deviations from Hardy–Weinberg

Equilibrium (HWE) in NS populations were also with-

drawn (N = 12). Correction for multiple comparisons

was applied on type I error in the HWE test with a

false discovery rate (FDR) method (a = 0.05) (Benjamini

& Yekutieli 2001). No frequency cut-off was applied on

major, nor minor, allele frequencies. Data quality was

verified using the R package SNPASSOC (Gonzalez et al.

2007).
Genetic variation and population differentiation

Expected and observed heterozygosity within each pop-

ulation was quantified using the whole-SNP data set.

The average deviation in heterozygosity within popula-

tions (FIS) (Weir & Cockerham 1984) was estimated with

GENETIX version 4.05 (Belkhir et al. 2004). Conformity of

HWE expectations was tested using GENEPOP version

4.0.10 (Raymond & Rousset 1995) with a global test,

which use the multisample score test across loci for

each population to compute P-value (Rousset &

Raymond 1995). FDR correction was applied to the sig-

nificance threshold (a = 0.05) (Benjamini & Yekutieli

2001). Pairwise genetic differentiation between popula-

tions was estimated using the FST estimator of Weir &

Cockerham (1984) as calculated with GENETIX after 1000

permutations and FDR correction (a = 0.05) (Benjamini

& Yekutieli 2001). A nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis

analysis of variance was used to test for differences in

gene diversity (HE) among different lake categories (NS,

MS and HS).
Bayesian clustering

The proportion of individual domestic–wild genome

admixture (Q) was estimated with the whole-SNP data

set using first the Bayesian procedure implemented in

STRUCTURE version 2.3.3 (Pritchard et al. 2000; Falush

et al. 2003). Two separated simulations were performed,

the first one involving HAT with the ‘pure’ wild popu-

lations only (NS group), and the second one involving a

pair comparison between HAT with each of the lakes

from the two stocked groups (MS and HS). The first

simulation aimed at quantifying the extent of genetic

differentiation among ‘pure’ wild and hatchery popula-

tions and the second aimed at quantifying individual

admixture proportions, from the domestic ancestry into

wild fish, in stocked populations. In both simulations,

ancestry model with admixture and allele frequencies

correlated were assumed, and no population informa-

tion was included as a prior for simulations. The most

likely number of clusters K in all simulations was

assumed to be in the range of K = 1 to K = n + 3 (where

n is the number of populations sampled; Evanno et al.

2005). Ten replicates were conducted for each K with a

burn-in period of 1 · 104, followed by 5 · 104 MCMC

steps. The ad hoc statistic DK was used to determine

the most probable K (Evanno et al. 2005). Also, the

lakes included in this study are all small, and there was

no evidence for the occurrence of more than one popu-

lation in any of them. The three final runs consisted of

a burn-in period of 1 · 105 followed by 5 · 105 MCMC

steps. The population admixture proportions were

calculated from the second analysis as the mean of
� 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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individual admixture for MS and HS lake groups sepa-

rately. Then, a Wilcoxon test was used to test the null

hypothesis of no difference in mean admixture propor-

tion between the two stocking groups MS and HS.

Secondly, the program NEWHYBRIDS version 1.1 (Ander-

son & Thompson 2002) was used in complement of the

STRUCTURE analysis for the estimation of individual

assignment. NEWHYBRIDS have been shown to increase

the assignment accuracy of multiple generations of

hybrids when compared with STRUCTURE (Marie et al.

2011). The combination of both methods is thus

expected to improve the assignment of ‘pure’ HAT,

wild and hybrids groups in MS and HS lakes needed

for the genomic cline (see below). Using NEWHYBRIDS,

six categories corresponding to parental (‘pure’ domes-

tic and ‘pure’ wild), F1, F2 and backcrosses

(F1 · domestic and F1 · wild) were considered. Calcu-

lations were run separately between HAT and each

stocked lakes three times for accuracy using Jeffrey

priors. Individual posterior probabilities of belonging to

each hybrid category was estimated with a burn-in per-

iod of 1 · 105 followed by 5 · 105 MCMC steps. The z

option was applied to HAT individuals to indicate that

these individuals were from ‘pure’ origin and set to

zero. The s option was also applied to HAT individuals

to help the program to infer HAT allele frequencies and

not inflating the estimate of admixture proportion of

individuals from each MS and HS lakes.
Genome scan

To identify the most highly divergent SNPs (outliers)

between wild populations (NS) and HAT, we used the

simulation method of Beaumont & Nichols (1996)

extended to the case of a hierarchical population structure

in ARLEQUIN version 3.5 (Excoffier et al. 2009; Excoffier &

Lischer 2010). In this model, demes are arranged into k

groups (here HAT and NS) of d demes, with varying

migration rates among demes within and between groups

(Excoffier et al. 2009). Loci are defined as outliers with

respect to FCT among groups as well as with respect to

FST among populations after accounting for group struc-

ture (Excoffier et al. 2009). As we were only interested in

identifying the most highly divergent SNPs between NS

and HAT, we only reported FCT SNP outliers. Null distri-

butions were generated assuming a hierarchical island

model with 50 groups each consisting of 100 populations

and based the tests on 1 · 105 simulations across loci as a

function of scaled between population heterozygosity.

We applied a significance cutoff of P < 0.05, and a FDR

correction a = 0.05 to minimize false positives (Benjamini

& Yekutieli 2001). Also to reduce the number of potential

false positives, we reported only loci with scaled hetero-

zygosity >0.2, as suggested by Excoffier et al. (2009).
� 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
Genomic cline and locus-specific rate of introgression

Using the R package INTROGRESS version 1.2.3 (Gompert &

Buerkle 2010), we applied the genomic cline method

(Gompert & Buerkle 2009) to estimate clines for individual

SNPs using genotypic frequencies as a function of gen-

ome-wide admixture and to test whether these estimated

clines were consistent with a null model of neutral intro-

gression. In a manner analogous to using a geographical

transect (Gompert & Buerkle 2009; Nolte et al. 2009;

Teeter et al. 2010), we interpreted the stocking intensity

among lakes as a putative cline of admixture proportion.

Specific patterns of introgression observed for each SNP

in this first analysis were further described using an ad

hoc statistic based on genetic differentiation (FST) between

hatchery, ‘pure’ wild and hybrid individuals. This second

analysis also provided global information on the rates of

introgression of the three different groups of loci that were

identified: neutral, positively and negatively selected.

Both analyses are described in details below.

For the first analysis, two ‘pure’ groups were created

from the STRUCTURE analysis with the confirmation of

NEWHYBRIDS analysis. The first was composed of individu-

als from the domestic strain (HAT, n = 48) and hatchery

individuals from MS and HS lakes. In MS and HS, indi-

viduals were selected on the basis of having the 90%

credibility interval (CI) surrounding their mean posterior

probability, to be within the threshold of 90% of being

‘pure’ domestic, when comparing HAT vs. each stocked

population from MS and HS (in STRUCTURE, K = 2). In

addition, the MS and HS individuals selected by

STRUCTURE should had at least 95% average category prob-

ability of being classified as ‘pure’ domestic individuals

using NEWHYBRIDS. This resulted in the identification of 26

additional ‘pure’ domestic fishes from a total of 74. The

second group comprised ‘pure’ wild individuals from

MS and HS. Given the pronounced genetic structure

observed between wild populations (see Results), wild

individuals from NS group were excluded as they did

not represent the most probable wild genetic background

that could have intermixed with the domestic back-

ground in each lake. Instead, selected wild fish in each

stocked lake should have a CI at least within the thresh-

old of 90% of being of ‘pure’ wild genetic background,

when comparing HAT vs. each stocked population from

MS and HS using STRUCTURE (K = 2). In addition, the MS

and HS individuals selected by STRUCTURE should have at

least 95% average category probability of being classified

as ‘pure’ wild individuals using NEWHYBRIDS, for a total of

77 individuals. Then, a third group called ‘hybrid’ was

composed of the remaining individuals of potentially

admixed ancestry (n = 98). Individuals were considered

hybrids if their CI around their mean admixture estimates

either did not include the maximum posterior probability
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of being of ‘pure’ genetic background or if CI included

posterior probability over a 10% threshold (STRUCTURE

analysis, K = 2). Eleven individuals classified as back-

crossed (F1 · wild) by NEWHYBRIDS analysis were added,

for a total of 109 ‘hybrid’ individuals.

The analysis was conducted by first estimating the dif-

ferential in allele frequencies between the two ‘pure’

groups to use in the null allele simulations and to calculate

the hybrid index, which ranged between 0 (‘pure’

domestic) and 1 (‘pure’ wild). A genome-wide admixture

was then estimated by maximum likelihood with 95%

confidence intervals for the admixed individuals (of the

third group). To identify SNPs with patterns of introgres-

sion that were inconsistent with neutral expectations, a

null model of expected neutral introgression was com-

pared with observed locus-specific genomic clines by a

multinomial regression (Gompert & Buerkle 2009). Clines

of genotypic frequencies for each SNP genotype (i.e.

homozygotes for domestic alleles; heterozygotes, and ho-

mozygotes for wild alleles) were fitted using a multino-

mial regression and used to estimate the likelihood of the

regression model given the observed genotypic data (i.e.

homozygotes and heterozygotes at each SNP). A paramet-

ric simulation model was used for the estimation of the

genomic cline under neutral expectations, as it does not

assume uniformity of allelic differences across loci between

parental populations (Gompert & Buerkle 2009). Significant

testing was performed using 1000 parametric simulations

for each SNP to obtain a distribution of expected log-

likelihood ratios and variance of the neutral model because

of stochastic sampling (Gompert & Buerkle 2009).

The genomic cline analysis provided a basis to inter-

pret deviations from neutral expectations and to iden-

tify the three categories of SNP markers defined above.

For homozygous clines, steep clines are expected for

alleles with decreased rates of introgression relative to

neutral expectations, whereas shallow clines are

expected for alleles with increased rates of introgression

relative to neutral expectations. For heterozygous clines,

bell-shaped clines below the neutrally expected enve-

lope (i.e. underdominance) are expected for alleles with

decreased rates of introgression relative to neutral

expectations, whereas bell-shaped clines above the neu-

trally expected envelope (i.e. overdominance) are

expected for markers with increased rates of introgres-

sion relative to neutral expectations. Finally, for both

types of genotypic frequency, neutrally introgressed loci

are identified by clines not deviating significantly from

null expectations (Gompert & Buerkle 2009). To mini-

mize the inclusion of false positives, markers that were

significant (i.e. potentially under selection) but whose

genomic clines could not be visually classified as

positively (shallow clines) or negatively selected (steep

clines) because their clines nearly parallel those for both
‘neutral’ homozygous and heterozygous genotypes

were discarded from subsequent analyses. A FDR

correction was applied (a = 0.05) to control for multiple

testing (Benjamini & Yekutieli 2001).

The groups of SNPs identified as being under selec-

tion (either positive or negative) were further analysed

as follows. In this second analysis, an ad hoc statistic

based on genetic differentiation (FST, Weir & Cockerham

1984) was used to globally visualize the results of the

genomic cline analyses. To do so, the same two ‘pure’

groups were considered but the ‘hybrid’ group from the

genomic cline analysis was divided into subsets of indi-

viduals meant to consider post-F1 hybrids (introgressed)

only. The first subset comprised the least introgressed

individuals with hybrid index proportion, calculated by

INTROGRESS, ranging from 0.70 to 0.95 (n = 29),

whereas the second subset comprised the most intro-

gressed individuals with hybrid index proportion rang-

ing from 0.05 to 0.30 (n = 14). These thresholds were set

to exclude F1 hybrid individuals. Next, linear regres-

sions were applied to locus-specific FST values estimated

(i) between the two post-F1 groups (dependent variable)

and (ii) the two ‘pure’ groups defined above (indepen-

dent variable). These regressions were calculated sepa-

rately for the three types of markers used in the

genomic cline analysis (i.e. positively and negatively

selected, and neutral SNPs). Prior to linear regression, a

Shapiro–Wilk normality test was performed as well as

visual inspection of quantile plots. Three possible

scenarios were predicted. First, if the two regressions for

the negatively and positively introgressed groups of

markers identified by the genomic cline analysis fall

within the 95% confidence interval of neutrally evolving

SNPs regression, this would indicate that overall, alleles

for all markers are introgressing neutrally and at the

same rate from the domestic strain into the wild popula-

tions. Alternatively, a regression falling significantly

above the 95% confidence interval of the neutrally

evolving SNP regression would indicate slower intro-

gression (and thus higher overall differentiation) than

neutrally expected, thus suggesting an overall negative

selective effect on rate of introgression. Finally, a regres-

sion falling below the 95% confidence interval of the

neutrally evolving SNP regressions would indicate

faster introgression than neutrally expected (resulting in

lower differentiation), thus suggesting an overall posi-

tive selective effect on rate of introgression.
Results

SNP genotyping, annotation and data quality

Out of the 280 SNPs assayed, 263 were successfully

genotyped and 250 were polymorphic. Seven markers
� 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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with a call rate inferior to 90% and 12 that strongly

departed from HWE in NS populations with a P-value

corrected by FDR (with a = 0.05) were excluded, for a

total of 231 high quality, polymorphic SNPs retained

for further analyses. Four individuals out of 336 were

removed from subsequent analyses as they presented

over 10% of missing values (three from RIV and one

from ARC lakes—Table 1). Thus, the final data set

comprised 332 fish (see Table 1 for details). Among the

231 validated SNPs, 36.8% (85 ⁄ 231) exhibited a signifi-

cant blast hit (e-value <1 · 10)40). Within these 85 SNPs,

ORF predictor identified 84 ORFs (98.8%—84 ⁄ 85),

among which only 11 were nonsynonymous. The other

markers (63.2% or 146 ⁄ 231) were considered as

‘unknown’.
Fig. 1 Average pairwise FST (±SD) based on 231 SNPs as a

function of stocking intensity. Light grey: among lakes within

each group; Dark grey Hatchery fish vs. natural populations

within each group.
Genetic variation and differentiation

The mean expected heterozygosity per population ran-

ged from 0.159 to 0.352 (Table 1). Mean gene diversity

within group was proportional to stocking intensity: HS

(0.338 ± 0.151) >MS (0.291 ± 0.190) >NS (0.211 ± 0.201)

(K = 157.40, d.f. = 3 and P < 2.20 · 10)16). All pairwise

FST estimates across all loci were significant after FDR

correction (a = 0.05; adjusted threshold P = 0.0003). This

translated into a global FST value of 0.178 ± 0.091,

reflecting an overall level of medium to high differenti-

ation among populations. FST values ranged from 0.010

between HAT and BEL (a HS population) to 0.364

between MAI and CAR (2 NS populations) Table S1

(Supporting Information). Also, mean FST among popu-

lations within group was inversely proportional to the

stocking intensity: HS (0.071 ± 0.014), MS (0.125 ± 0.084)

and NS (0.296 ± 0.061) (Fig. 1). Similarly the extent of

genetic differentiation between the hatchery strain

(HAT) and wild populations was inversely proportional

to the intensity of stocking (HAT by HS FST = 0.068 ±

0.033, HAT by MS FST = 0.150 ± 0.068 and HAT by NS

FST = 0.281 ± 0.065) (Fig. 1).
Bayesian clustering

Using STRUCTURE for the comparison between HAT and

NS population, the DK statistic (Evanno et al. 2005)

showed multiple peaks for K = 2, 4 and 6 (Table S2,

Supporting Information). The two clusters with the

most pronounced structure differences corresponded to

HAT vs. all three NS populations. The four clusters

inferred corresponded to the four populations: HAT,

CAR, MAI and SOR, while the six clusters partitioned

the HAT population in three clusters (Fig. 2). The mean

domestic admixture in NS populations was for K = 6 in

CAR 0.016 ± 0.043, in MAI 0.004 ± 0.007 and in SOR

0.019 ± 0.027. For the paired analysis between HAT and
� 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
each of the stocked lakes, the DK statistic showed a sin-

gle peak for K = 2 (Table S2, Supporting Information).

The two clusters inferred corresponded to the two

populations of the paired comparison. The overall mean

individual admixture between wild and hatchery brook

charr in the HS samples was high but highly variable

among individuals (0.461 ± 0.430), with a mean admix-

ture of 0.479 ± 0.447 for AMA, 0.688 ± 0.413 for BEL

and 0.304 ± 0.367 for MET. The mean admixture was

very low (0.025 ± 0.056) in the MS populations and sta-

tistically different from HS populations (W = 8518,

d.f. = 1, P < 2.20 · 10)16). Admixture proportion

observed for MS populations was 0.036 ± 0.084 for

ARC, 0.028 ± 0.048 for RIV, and 0.012 ± 0.011 for VEI.

The range of individual admixture proportion within

each of the three lakes of the HS group varied from

0.001 to 0.998 in AMA, 0.008 to 0.992 in BEL, and 0.006

to 0.993 in MET, respectively. Patterns of individual

admixture differed among these three lakes (Fig. 3). In

BEL, 52.1% (n = 25) of individuals were classified as

either F1 or post-F1 hybrids by having their CI esti-

mates within the range of 10–90%, as determined by

the STRUCTURE analysis, K = 2. In BEL, the estimated

proportion of individuals from domestic ancestry was

33.3% (n = 16) and that of ‘pure’ wild individuals was

14.6% (n = 7). In MET, 68.0% (n = 49) of individuals

were classified as either F1 or post-F1 hybrids. The pro-

portion of individuals from domestic ancestry

represented only 2.8% (n = 2), whereas wild individu-

als represented 29.2% (n = 21). In AMA, hybrids repre-

sented only 37.5% (n = 9), with 33.3% (n = 8) from

‘pure’ domestic and 29.2% (n = 7) from ‘pure’ wild

individuals ancestry. In the MS group, the individual
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admixture proportion within each of the three lakes

ranged from 0.001 to 0.310 in ARC, 0.002 to 0.174 in

RIV, and 0.002 to 0.045 in VEI, and no fish were

assigned to the ‘pure’ HAT group (Fig. 3). In ARC, RIV

and VEI Lakes, the majority of fish were of ‘pure’ wild

genetic background (Q £ 0.022) (82.6%, n = 19; 66.7%,

n = 14; 83.3%, n = 20; respectively) (Fig. 3).
NEWHYBRIDS analysis generally supported the results

obtained by STRUCTURE, except for 11 fish. Namely, seven

individuals scored by STRUCTURE as ‘pure’ wild fish in

BEL lake were classified either as backcrosses (F1 · wild,

n = 5) or as F2 (n = 2) by NEWHYBRIDS. In RIV, four of the 14

individuals classified as being ‘pure’ wild with STRUCTURE

analysis were classified as backcrosses (F1 · wild) by
� 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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NEWHYBRIDS. The remaining individuals from AMA, MET,

ARC and VEI were all assigned similarly by the two pro-

grams. Overall then, 109 individuals were considered as

hybrids, 77 as ‘pure’ wild and 26 as ‘pure’ domestic.
Genome scan

The genome scan between wild (NS) and HAT popula-

tions identified 18 outliers representing the most highly

divergent genes between hatchery and wild fish

(Fig. 4). Table 2 presents a description and names of

these markers, as well as their gene annotation and

function when available. Average FST value across all

loci was 0.30, and FCT value across all loci was 0.07

between HAT and NS, whereas outlier FCT values

ranged from 0.37 up to 0.78. These loci were not linked

as they mapped on separate linkage groups except for

sf000966 and sf004614 (Sauvage et al. 2012a). Among

the 18 outlier markers, one corresponded to metallopro-

teinase inhibitor 3 (FCT = 0.713) and a second one to

cysteine- and glycine-rich protein 1 (FCT = 0.499), two

were associated with QTL related to growth functions

(hepatic glycogen and plasmatic glucose) with FCT of

0.772 and 0.732, respectively, one was associated with a

QTL related to stress response (plasma cortisol,

FCT = 0.563) and one with a QTL related to reproduc-

tion (sperm concentration, FCT = 0.635) (Table 2).
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SOR). The solid black line represents upper 95% confidence

levels, and the dotted line indicates the median value of FCT

(net differentiation between HAT and NS group). Black dots

represent the most divergent loci between HAT and NS lakes

from the Portneuf Wildlife Reserve (P < 0.05).
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Genomic cline

A total of 68.8% (159 ⁄ 231) of the entire SNP data set could

be classified with the genomic cline analysis. The other 92

loci had a significant P-value but exhibited uncharacteris-

tic patterns of introgression, with almost parallel clines

for the homozygous and heterozygous genotypes, which

hampered discriminating and interpreting their introgres-

sion patterns. Among these 159 SNPs, 13 showed a

significantly slower introgression rate from domestic into

the wild genetic background than neutrally expected

(Table 3). Conversely, 14 SNPs were characterized by a

significantly faster introgression rate (Table 3), and 133

SNPs did not significantly depart from neutral introgres-

sion. Six outliers identified by the genome scan also devi-

ated from neutral expectations in the genomic cline

analysis, while the remaining outlier loci in the genome

scan did not depart from a neutral introgression model.

Examples of markers with significantly steeper (reduced

introgression) and shallower (accelerated introgression)

clines than expected given neutral introgression are

provided in Fig. 5. Loci sf001184 and sf004149 are two

examples of reduced introgression rate: the homozygote

cline was steeper than predicted by the neutral model

(sf001184), while the heterozygote cline presented a pat-

tern of under-dominance (sf004149). Locus sf002155 is an

example of loci showing accelerated introgression rate

whereby the homozygote genomic cline was less steep

than neutral expectation. Finally, locus sf003105 is an

example of neutral introgression with both homozygote

and heterozygote clines falling within the 95% confidence

interval of simulated neutral genomic clines.

Linear regressions of FST values between dependent

(FST values between the least vs. the most introgressed

groups of hybrid fish) and independent (‘pure’ wild vs.

‘pure’ hatchery) variables were highly significant for the

three groups of markers, as follows: (i) neutral (Pearson’s

product-moment correlation, R2 = 0.75, t = 13.04,

d.f. = 130, P < 2.20 · 10)16 after rejecting H0 of the Shap-

iro–Wilk test, W = 0.85, P = 3.15 · 10)10), (ii) reduced

rate of introgression (R2 = 0.95, F = 228.24, d.f. = 1,

P = 3.58 · 10)9), and (iii) accelerated rate of introgression

(R2 = 0.81, F = 56.84, d.f. = 1, P = 4.25 · 10)6) (Fig. 6).

Also, the confidence intervals of the three regression lines

were largely nonoverlapping. Among the 13 markers

from the reduced introgression group, one was annotated

to proteasome subunit beta type-9, and two were associ-

ated with QTL related to growth functions (hepatic

glycogen and size). Among the 14 markers from the

accelerated introgression group, three were associated

with QTL related to growth functions (plasmatic glucose,

size and weight) and one related to reproduction (sperm

concentration). Finally, one QTL related to growth was

also annotated to malate dehydrogenase (Table 3).



Table 2 Summary of the most highly differentiated loci (outliers) between the hatchery strain and wild populations using a hierar-

chical model implemented in ARLEQUIN. Included are marker names, genetic differentiation among group (FCT), P, probability of

being a nonoutlier between hatchery and wild (NS) populations, Linkage group (LG) and QTL associated trait according to the

genetic map developed by Sauvage et al. (2012b). Blast hits (accession number), gene annotation when available and Gene ontology

SNP

markers FCT P LG QTL

Accession

number Annotation

Biological

processes

sf000392 0.563 0.023 23 Plasma cortisol Stress

sf000657 0.772 0.003* 2 Hepatic glycogen Growth

sf000706 0.635 0.020 6 Sperm concentration Reproduction

sf000966 0.514 0.011 13

sf001181 0.382 0.042 NA

sf001184 0.784 0.002* 1 FQ310508.1 NA NA

sf001284 0.470 0.028 35

sf001601 0.425 0.037 8

sf002333 0.420 0.033 NA

sf002353 0.713 0.005 20 NM_001141843 Metalloproteinase

inhibitor 3 (TIMP3)

GO:0007568: ageing

GO:0007417: central nervous

system development

GO:0051045: negative regulation of

membrane protein ectodomain

proteolysis

GO:0043200: response to amino acid

stimulus

GO:0043627: response to oestrogen

stimulus

GO:0051593: response to folic acid

GO:0009725: response to hormone

stimulus

GO:0009612: response to mechanical

stimulus

GO:0014070: response to organic

cyclic compound

GO:0050896: response to stimulus

GO:0042246: tissue regeneration

GO:0007601: visual perception

sf003105 0.763 0.014 3

sf003407 0.732 0.031 10 Plasmatic glucose EZ804050.1 NA Growth

sf003715 0.671 0.014 11 EU816603 NA NA

sf003724 0.367 0.047 NA

sf004353 0.499 0.021 42 NM_001124574.1 Cysteine- and

glycine-rich

protein 1 (CRP1)

GO:0042074: cell migration involved

in gastrulation

GO:0060027: convergent extension

involved in gastrulation

GO:0003007: heart morphogenesis

GO:0007254: JNK cascade

GO:0016055: Wnt receptor

signalling pathway

sf004614 0.467 0.027 13

sf004732 0.673 0.010 31 EU025707.1 NA NA

sf004839 0.533 0.020 41

NA, nonavailable.

*Significant after correction for multiple testing (FDR).
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Discussion

Using a set of 280 coding SNP genes developed specifi-

cally in brook charr, the main objectives of this study
were to (i) document the overall extent of divergence

between domestic and wild populations, (ii) quantify

the nature and effect of stocking intensity on introgres-

sion rates into wild populations, and (iii) test the null
� 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd



Table 3 Summary of the 27 SNPs showing significantly slower or faster rate of introgression relative to neutral expectation from the

HAT (hatchery) strain to the wild populations from stocked lakes (MS and HS). Included are introgression type, locus name, descrip-

tion of SNP polymorphism, (ORF) position of the SNP within the open reading frame when available, the amino acid substitution

(aa), assignment to linkage group (LG) according to Sauvage et al. (2012a), Weir & Cockerham’s (1984) FST estimates fish from ‘pure’

domestic and wild genetic backgrounds from the stocked lakes (MS and HS), the genomic cline probability for departure from neu-

trality and QTL association according to Sauvage et al. (2012b). Blast hits (accession number), gene annotation when available and

Gene ontology

Introgression Locus SNP ORF aa LG FST P QTL

Accession

numbers Annotation

Biological

processes

Slow sf000132 A ⁄ G 13 0.166 0.038

sf000612 A ⁄ T 37 0.035 <0.001*

sf000657† C ⁄ T 2 0.772 0.039 Hepatic

glycogen

Growth

sf001105 A ⁄ G 17 0.127 0.047

sf001184† C ⁄ T 1 0.591 0.038

sf001601† C ⁄ T 8 0.421 0.003

sf002333† A ⁄ G NA 0.120 0.009

sf003018 A ⁄ G 26 0.055 <0.001* Size Growth

sf003092 C ⁄ T 135 Leu 9 0.047 <0.001*

sf003614 G ⁄ T 8 0.078 <0.001*

sf003755 A ⁄ G 7 0.129 <0.001*

sf004149 C ⁄ G 6 0.319 0.034 AF465752.1 Proteasome

subunit beta

type-9 (PSMB9)

Proteolysis

sf004839† C ⁄ T 124 Gln ⁄ stop 39 0.537 0.022

Fast sf000124 A ⁄ G 62 Asp ⁄ Gly 17 0.160 0.032

sf000178 A ⁄ G 162 Ala 19 0.070 0.001*

sf000891 A ⁄ C 79 Arg 6 0.222 0.019 Sperm

concentration

Reproduction

sf001181† A ⁄ G 6 Thr NA 0.070 0.001*

sf001831 A ⁄ C 255 Glu ⁄ Asp 40 0.121 0.041

sf002155 A ⁄ G NA 0.468 0.018 EZ778883.1 NA NA

sf002175 C ⁄ T 34 0.162 0.026

sf002250 C ⁄ A 28 0.169 0.009

sf003334 G ⁄ A 24 0.153 0.048 Size HQ287747.1 Malate

dehydrogenase

(MDH)

Growth

sf003407† G ⁄ A 10 0.628 0.005 Plasmatic

glucose

EZ804050.1 NA Growth

sf003442 A ⁄ G 39 Ser 24 0.254 0.004 Weight Growth

sf004260 G ⁄ A 76 Leu ⁄ Phe NA 0.313 0.007

sf004438 T ⁄ C 83 Met ⁄ Thr NA 0.159 <0.001* BT045405.1 NA NA

sf006073 A ⁄ G 140 Asp ⁄ Gly 39 0.337 0.007

*Significant P-value after FDR correction.
†Putative outlier loci in the hierarchical genome scan analysis.
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hypothesis of difference in rate of introgression among

SNP markers. We found that the main domestic strain

used for stocking in Québec was highly genetically

differentiated from wild populations at SNP markers

located in coding genes. Also, the overall rate of intro-

gression at these markers was proportional to stocking

intensity. We also observed that the intensity and pat-

terns of individual introgression are highly variable

among stocked lakes. Finally, the genomic cline analysis

refuted the hypothesis that no differences in the rates of

introgression among individual loci exist. It also identi-
� 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
fied two groups of loci that significantly departed either

positively or negatively from expected neutral rate of

introgression.

Given that most previous studies have largely used

microsatellites for the investigation of the genetic

impact of stocking in salmonids and that there is a

current trend in the increased use of SNP markers in

population and conservation genetics, it is worth first to

contrast results obtained from these two genotyping

approaches. The hatchery strain and the nine wild pop-

ulations investigated in this study were recently charac-
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Fig. 5 Example of four multinomial regression fits of markers contrasted with a genomic cline along an admixture gradient between

the hatchery and wild brook charr in six stocked lakes. Plots depict the probability of domestic genotypes [1.0 = homozygous for

domestic alleles (DD); 0.5 = heterozygous (DW); 0.0 = homozygous for wild alleles (WW)] as a function of the hybrid index, which

quantifies the fraction of wild alleles across all the 231 markers. (A) Genomic clines for a SNP with slow rate of introgression with a

steep homozygote cline; (B) SNP with slow rate of introgression with under-dominance; (C) SNP with fast rate of introgression with

a shallow homozygote cline; (D) SNP with no difference from neutral expectation. The 95% confidence intervals for genomic clines

given neutral introgression are in dark grey for the frequency of homozygote (DD) and in light grey for the frequency of heterozy-

gote (DW) genotypes. The solid line and dashed lines illustrate the estimated cline based on the observed DD and DW genotypes,

respectively. Circles indicate the empirical genotypic data (DD on top line, DW in centre, and WW along the bottom). The name of

each locus and their P-value for the test of departure from neutrality is given.
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terized with microsatellites by Marie et al. (2010), allow-

ing a direct comparison of results on the exact same

individuals. We found that the extent of population

divergence between the hatchery and the three wild

unstocked populations was congruent with that

obtained by microsatellites. Marie et al. (2010) reported

a FST value of 0.23 among the same NS lakes, compared

with 0.30 in this study. FST values among moderately

and HS lakes were, respectively, 0.15 and 0.05 based on

microsatellites, compared with 0.13 and 0.07 in this

study. Both studies also revealed a significant increase

in genetic diversity with increasing stocking intensity.

The mean individual admixture proportions were also

comparable: 0.451 vs. 0.461 for the HS lakes and 0.023

vs. 0.025 for the MS lakes (Marie et al. 2010 vs. this

study). Thus, this study reiterates some of the main

conclusions of Marie et al. (2010, 2011) that stocking
with a domestic strain impairs the genetic integrity of

wild brook charr populations by (i) homogenizing the

genetic structure of wild populations, (ii) increasing of

intrapopulation genetic diversity because of the intro-

duction of new alleles from the domestic genetic

background, and (iii) causing introgression of the

domestic genetic background into that of wild popula-

tions. These observations also corroborate those

reported for other salmonids (e.g. Eldridge et al. 2009;

Hansen & Mensberg 2009; Consuegra et al. 2011; Perrier

et al. 2011; but see Taylor et al. 2007).

We also observed different patterns of introgression

among lakes: within the HS populations, we observed

either a continuum of individual admixture value (MET

lake) or a dichotomy between ‘pure’ individuals of

domestic vs. wild genetic background with few discrete

introgressed individuals (AMA lake). A previous study
� 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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Fig. 6 Linear regressions for significant (groups of SNP show-

ing fast or slow introgression) and neutral (nonsignificant) SNP

markers from genomic clines analysis. The plot depicts the FST

values between the least vs. the most introgressed groups of

post-F1 hybrids (on the y-axis) and the FST between the two

‘pure’ group (domestic and wild) from moderately (MS) and

heavily (HS) stocked lakes and the hatchery (HAT) (on the x

axis). Dark grey triangles are markers with reduced introgres-

sion rate. Black squares are markers with fast introgression

rate. Light grey circles are neutrally introgressed markers.

Light grey, dark grey and black lines and dotted lines of the

same colour are regressions and 95% confidence interval;

respectively for neutral, slower and faster introgressed groups

of markers. Equations of the three linear regressions were:

y = 0.53x + 0.02; y = 0.91x; y = 0.27x, respectively, for neutral,

slower and faster introgressed groups of markers.
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has also reported variable patterns of introgression for

a comparable level of stocking intensity in coho salmon

(Oncorhynchus kisutch) populations (Eldridge et al.

2009). These results suggest that biotic or abiotic

environmental factors, other than stocking intensity,

play a role in shaping the extent and pattern of

introgressive hybridization. A recent analysis performed

on brook charr by Marie et al. (2012) showed that the

level of hybridization among lakes significantly

increased with a reduction in both surface area and

maximum depth of lakes, a reduction in dissolved oxy-

gen and an increase in temperature and pH. Thus, the

extent of introgressive hybridization observed in each

lake was influenced by the availability and quality of

lacustrine habitats. Angling pressure could also affect

levels of introgressive hybridization (e.g. Fraser 1981;

Lachance & Magnan 1990; Marie et al. 2012).

Besides reinforcing the results previously obtained

with microsatellites, this study improves our detailed

understanding of the dynamics of introgressive hybrid-

ization between stocked domesticated and wild brook
� 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
charr in two important ways. First, the hierarchical

genome scan identified 18 outlier genes (7.8% of all

genes scanned) that were highly divergent between

domestic and wild fish, which could have been driven

by artificial selection. Admittedly, genome scan results

must be interpreted cautiously as it is prone to problems

of false positives (Teshima et al. 2006; Beaumont 2008;

Foll & Gaggiotti 2008; Excoffier et al. 2009). On the

other hand, the pronounced population structure

observed in this study could reduce the power of

detecting outliers as it has been shown that the power

of several genome scan methods (including Bayesian

methods) is reduced when values of population differ-

entiation (FST) > 0.2 (Pérez-Figueroa et al. 2010). Even

though the distinction between selective and stochastic

effects on detected outliers is not conclusive, our results

nevertheless identify the most highly differentiated

genes between wild fish and hatchery fish used for

stocking and that deserve particular attention in future

studies in this system.

Secondly, genomic cline analysis performed in this

study identified two groups of SNP markers for which

rates of introgression have either been enhanced

(n = 14) or reduced (n = 13) relative to neutral expecta-

tion. This suggests a role for either positive or negative

selective effects in shaping differential rates of intro-

gression among the 231 coding SNP markers genotyped

in this study. While the genomic cline analysis provides

a specific statistical framework by which locus-specific

patterns of introgression could be tested, this method

requires an accurate estimation of parental allelic fre-

quencies as well as a precise estimation of genome-wide

admixture for hybrid individuals to better estimate the

significance of the test. The 231 SNP markers used in

this study revealed a pronounced difference in allele

frequencies between domesticated and wild fish, such

that it was possible to accurately estimate the individual

admixture proportion (with a narrow confidence inter-

val) using STRUCTURE, with results also confirmed using

NEWHYBRIDS. Thus, we could confidently distinguish

pure hatchery, pure wild and hybrid fish in each

stocked lake. Furthermore, temporal stochasticity associ-

ated with genetic drift might lead to false positives in

the parametric model. However, considering the small

number of generations since admixture (Marie et al.

2010), this effect is unlikely to bias the results impor-

tantly (Gompert & Buerkle 2011). Also, the results of

the genomic clines analysis are probably conservative

given that we only retained markers that were signifi-

cant and also showed a clear pattern of either reduced

or enhanced rates of introgression, as described by

Gompert & Buerkle (2009; 2011). Moreover, predictions

of regressions based on FST are concordant with the

locus-specific regressions from the genomic cline
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analysis, thus confirming the general hypothesis about

directionality of the selection acting on markers that

departed from neutral expectation of introgression.

Seven of the loci departing from neutral expectations in

the genomic cline analyses were also outliers in the hier-

archical genomic scan performed between hatchery and

wild populations. Moreover, patterns of introgression of

five of these outliers were consistent with reduced rate of

introgression relative to neutral expectations. This sug-

gests the effect of selection acting against introgression

from the hatchery into wild populations for these genes,

or the genomic regions linked to them. This is consistent

with previous studies on the impact of stocking in salmo-

nids that reported selection against hatchery-introduced

alleles in admixed populations (Hansen et al. 2010; Bour-

ret et al. 2011; Meier et al. 2011). However, our results

also identified two outlier markers showing a faster rate

of introgression than expected under neutrality. This

suggests that selection enhanced introgression from the

hatchery into wild populations for these two genes, or the

genomic regions linked to them.

Although annotation was not possible for many of

the SNP markers used in this study, some of the most

highly differentiated loci between domestic and wild

brook charr could be annotated to functional genes

and biological processes and are further corroborated

by the genomic cline analysis. Thus, four outliers cor-

responded to QTLs that are relevant to phenotypic dif-

ferences commonly observed between domestic and

wild salmonid populations, in terms of growth, behav-

iour, and reproduction (Heath et al. 2003; Jonsson &

Jonsson 2006; Tymchuk et al. 2006). Two outliers also

corresponded to annotated genes. The gene metallo-

proteinase inhibitor 3 (TIMP3) is of particular interest

as other genes of the TIMP family previously showed

differential patterns of gene expression between com-

pared domestic and wild populations of salmonids,

including brook charr (Roberge et al. 2008; Bougas

et al. 2010; Sauvage et al. 2010). TIMP3 is a physiologi-

cal inhibitor of ADAM 12-S which cleaves insulin like

growth factor (IGF) (Loechel et al. 2000), suggesting

that this gene could have been affected by artificial

selection for higher growth rate. The second gene, cys-

teine- and glycine-rich protein 1 (CSRP1), is also of

interest as it is involved in early regulatory, develop-

ment, and cellular differentiation processes. In salmo-

nids, embryonic development rate has been associated

with survival and physiological performance later in

life (Einum & Fleming 2000; Sundstrom et al. 2005; Re-

naut & Bernatchez 2011; Xu et al. 2011). Thus, varia-

tion (either structural or regulatory) in TIMP3 and

CSRP1 could potentially affect growth rate and differ-

ential development between domestic and wild popu-

lations.
Admittedly, the nature of factors affecting the rate of

the introgression remains hypothetical, especially when

considering the discrepancy associated with the rates of

introgression of outlier loci linked to growth-related

traits with some showing whether faster or slower rate

of introgression relative to neutral expectations. It has

been showed that over-winter mortality may select

against faster growing introgressed rainbow trout (Van-

dersteen et al. 2012). Because domestic fish do not expe-

rience fasting periods (or carbohydrate-poor diets) in

aquacultural facilities, it is possible that domestic alleles

at some outliers with reduced introgression rate, such

as the one associated with hepatic glycogen QTL

(Sauvage et al. 2012b) could be disadvantageous in nat-

ure, given its potential metabolic function during fast-

ing (Larsen et al. 2001). Conversely, a SNP marker

linked to a plasmatic glucose QTL showed significantly

enhanced introgression rate, suggesting a fitness advan-

tage for wild introgressed fish. Besides the seven genes

that were also outliers between domestic and wild fish,

there were 20 other markers that significantly departed

from neutral expectation in the genomic cline analyses.

Among them, five were either linked to a QTL or anno-

tated gene, and of these, three were related to growth

(Sauvage et al. 2012b) and two of these showed a faster

rate of introgression than expected under neutrality.

This, in addition to knowledge on biological functions,

supports the hypothesis that introgression from domes-

tic to wild fish may provide fitness advantages associ-

ated with growth in the wild. For example, malate

dehydrogenase (MDH), an enzyme involved in the glu-

coneogenesis, is downregulated in farmed Canadian

Atlantic salmon compared with wild counterpart (Ro-

berge et al. 2006) and also in normal (fast growing) lake

whitefish ecotype compared with dwarf sympatric eco-

type (Coregonus clupeaformis) (Jeukens et al. 2010). MDH

is implicated in adaptive metabolic divergence, in

whitefish, consistent with the observed trade-off in life

history traits among whitefish ecotypes where regula-

tory or structural variations of this enzyme could be

implicated in the lower metabolic rate observed in the

normal ecotype (Jeukens & Bernatchez 2011). The

reduction of the metabolic rate may in turn allow real-

location of energetic resources towards growth (Roberge

et al. 2006).

We also observed that a QTL associated with sperm

concentration showed an enhanced introgression rate

from domestic to wild populations. It has been recently

argued that hatchery induced sperm competition may

lead to artificial selection for faster growing males by

not equalizing milt volume in multi-male fertilization

(Wedekind et al. 2007). Sperm concentration has been

hypothesized to enhance the competitiveness for fertil-

ization (Gage & Morrow 2003; but see Gage et al. 2004).
� 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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Thus, artificial selection may have favored the recent

evolution of different sperm concentration between

domestic and wild fish which could influence fitness of

introgressed fish in the wild.

In contrast to the above examples of markers that

showed enhanced rate of introgression, the gene protea-

some subunit beta 9 (PSMB9) showed a reduced rate of

introgression. PSMB9 is activated during viral infection,

is involved in the major histocompatibility class I anti-

gen presentation pathway (Hansen & La Patra 2002),

and is found in the class I ‘core’ region (Lukacs et al.

2007). Interestingly, PSMB9 have been localized close to

a recombination hot spot in mouse (Baudat & de Massy

2007). One could then hypothesize that recombination

event during hybridization could cause a breakdown of

coadaptive immune gene complexes, which could result

in the observed slower introgression rate of domestic

alleles associated with this locus.

Overall, the results of this study reveal a complex

pattern of introgression with highly variable dynamics

along the same lines as other recently reported fish

genomic cline studies (Nolte et al. 2009; Gagnaire et al.

2011). One possible explanation for this general obser-

vation is certainly that individual markers analysed

here represent large chromosomal regions potentially

containing a large number of genes (Sauvage et al.

2012b). Larger size QTL regions may have important

implications for chromosomal segments carrying genes

that negatively affect fitness, especially in first backcross

generations typically characterized by larger segments

in linkage disequilibrium which are more likely to carry

genes that could have negative fitness effects (Martinsen

et al. 2001). Because selection will act upon the linked

genes together, the possibility is increased for negative

interactions between introgressing and receiver ge-

nomes (Barton & Hewitt 1985). Thus, a single nega-

tively selected gene could determine the outcome of all

the linked genes, even if there are many positively

selected genes in a segment, and could at least partly

explain the complex patterns of introgression we

observed. Also, QTLs associated with the expression of

a same phenotypic trait may be distributed over several

linkage groups, with unpredictable epistatic interactions

resulting from hybridization, and causing gene misre-

gulation (Bougas et al. 2010). Together these results

underscore the variable and mosaic nature of hybrid ge-

nomes and illustrate the potency of recombination and

selection in promoting variable and often unpredictable

genetic outcomes (Martinsen et al. 2001; Fitzpatrick

et al. 2010; Song et al. 2011).

This study complements previous work based on

microsatellite loci by showing that stocking with a

domestic strain affects the genetic integrity of wild pop-

ulations (change in diversity, homogenization of popu-
� 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
lation structure, increased individual genetic admixture)

not only at neutral markers, but also at coding genes or

chromosomal regions containing QTLs. Although a cau-

sal link between introgressive hybridization and fitness

effects on natural populations has not been explicitly

supported to date at the genome level, this study

suggests that current stocking practices have the poten-

tial to significantly alter the functional genetic make-up

of wild populations. Thus, our results showed impor-

tant genetic differences between domestic and wild

brook charr. The rate of introgression of several genes

associated with the highest level of divergence was

reduced between hatchery and wild fish, probably

resulting in negative selection and reduced fitness of

introgressed wild fish. While a reduction in the rate of

introgression may be seen as a positive result for con-

servation purposes, introgression at such genes never-

theless occurs (albeit at a slower pace) and could be

important when stocking is maintained over a longer

time period. On the other hand, this study also corrobo-

rates the view that introgression is not always necessar-

ily associated with negative effects, as shown by

evidence of enhanced rate of introgression at some loci

which is best explained by positive selective effects.

Thus, from a conservation and management perspec-

tive, the genomic heterogeneity of introgression found

in this study raises fundamental questions concerning

the ‘goods and the bads’ of introgressive hybridization

on wild populations. Namely, as advocated by the

recently proposed conceptual framework of conciliation

biology, managers may need to take into consideration

the eco-evolutionary dynamics commonly resulting

from interactions between native and non-native popu-

lations (Carroll 2011). Such ways of thinking could lead

to more efficient conservation practices, as opposed to

considering such populations as lost ‘pure’ natural pop-

ulations, with little relevance for conservation. One

positive step would be to acknowledge the value of par-

tially admixed individuals and populations that func-

tion like the native populations (Fitzpatrick et al. 2010).

In this perspective, when faster domestic allele

introgressions are challenging the view of absolute

genetic integrity of native populations, forthcoming

research should examine the potential association

between positively selected alleles and traits of ecologi-

cal importance.
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